


Can Google Read?

How Writing Affects Rank in Google 
Search



Who are we? What do we Know?

Author & Wine Blogger

Director of Content for Digital Firefly 
Marketing 

- Responsibilities include staying on 
top of all content-related trends to 
help DFM and its clients rank 

Live music addict, player of board games, 
hiker of mountains

CEO and Owner of Digital Firefly Marketing

15 years of SEO and PPC experience

Start-up veteran

Wine drinker

Husband to Terri, father to Charlotte & ViVi



Desired Learning Outcomes

You’ll walk out of here knowing:

- The seven components of readability and why they matter.
- How to access two FREE tools to assess your writing.

Our goal is to empower you to never diminish the depth of 
emotion in your content and harness the power of search 
engine optimization (SEO) to make sure that your content ranks 
for your desired keywords.



What is Readability?

Measures how likely web content is to be 
read.

7 Components



EASY

Subheadings No more than 300 words between subheadings

Paragraph Length No more than 150 words per paragraph

Sentence Length 75% of sentences have fewer than 20 words

Repetition Consecutive sentences should start with a different 
word

MODERATE

Reading Level 6th-8th grade reading level (hemingwayapp.com)

Transition Words At least 30% of sentences have one

DIFFICULT

Voice 90% of sentences are written in the active voice



Subheadings

Break up text

Tell reader where info is.

Visually organize information.

Dame Wine uses subheadings 
well.



Paragraph Length
Long paragraphs are daunting.

They often ramble.

Clear topic sentences and 
paragraphs related to the TS 
make readers happy.

Roving Decanter paragraphs 
well.



Sentence Length Reign in those commas!

Ban the semicolon!

Establish a practice of replacing 
a whole lot of words with fewer 
words to say something that’s 
really rather simplistic.

Edit.

Odd Bacchus gets sentence 
length.



Repetition

Weigh its necessity.



Reading Level 6th to 9th grade reading level is best.

Use Hemingway app.

It’s not as awful as you think.



Transition Words

Use to signify:
- Rank
- Causality
- Comparisons and contrasts
- Emphasis
- Time/Location



Active Voice
The subject of the sentence is doing the 
action. Jeff does this really well.



Never Forget
When you write your truth it’s most 
authentic. Never write for clicks, 
shares, traffic.

That said… everyone’s writing can be 
better, tighter and more clear.

Use these as guides to creating 
content that gets found and read. 
Not as a reason to write things in a 
formulaic way.



Two Great Tools

Wordpress Plugin or Online Version

Free version is FINE

Wordpress version is better than 
online

“Content Analysis”

Use to figure out reading level.



Using Yoast as a Guide
Top right gives overview.



Using Yoast as a Guide

      More thorough breakdown under the editor.

Check Prominent words for ideas of the search 
queries you’re answering.





How does Google read, understand and 
rank your content?

At some point Google visits your site.

1. It “reads” it using a spider
2. It “understands” it using Hummingbird
3. It ranks it using RankBrain



Google Reads Using a Spider

● Using cues from HTML
○ Title = Title of Article
○ Body = Text of Article
○ H = Section Heading
○ P = New Paragraph
○ Link = Link to other webpage

Downloaded to Google to process



Google Hummingbird “Understands” 
content during search queries.

Google Hummingbird

1. Pre Hummingbird: match keyword to search.
2. Post Hummingbird: Understand words in context, which is more 

natural to search.
3. Understand concept and relationship between keywords.



Hummingbird = Contextual Search
Wine with Steak

Before Hummingbird

● List of website matching 
keyword phrase “wine and 
steak”

● May not match user intent

After Hummingbird

● Google answers directly
● List of articles of best wine 

pairings with steak
● List of local steak restaurants 

with wine lists
● Better match to user’s intent



Working with Hummingbird

Before Hummingbird

● Keywords, keywords and more 
keywords

● Match the keyword search

After Hummingbird

● User intent
● What search queries are you 

answering?
● Readability became more 

important 



The Machines Take Over - 
RankBrain

RankBrain

1. Google uses AI to tweak its algorithm
2. Adjust inputs
3. Test results
4. Understands search query



The Google Algorithm -
Important Inputs

Inputs that affect search results

1. Links to article
2. Domain authority
3. Device
4. Location
5. Keywords
6. And 195 more...



RankBrain Before and After

Before RankBrain

● Google engineers would 
code the algorithm manually

● Test results
● Push or roll back changes

After RankBrain

● AI continually adjusts inputs
● Tests user results
● Pushes or rolls back 

changes in real time



Understanding the Search Query

15% of search queries Google has never seen before

Uses context from Hummingbird to “connect the dots” 

Goes from keyword matching to concept matching

Search: Red wine tips I should know

Result: Beginners’ guide to red wine

It understands “tips” and “I should know” = beginner



Taking Advantage of Hummingbird 
and RankBrain

● Readability, especially active voice, show Google connection 
between subject and action

● Write to answer a search query, not a keyword
● Push or roll back changes



Questions? Comments? Want to Chat?
Our cards are on every table - not 
enough at yours? Just come grab 
one from the front!

Let’s grab a drink and have a chat.

Pop us an email or give us a call.

Learn more about what we do at 
www.digitalfireflymarketing.com
www.nancykoziol.com

Follow us on Facebook! 
@digitalfireflymarketing
@OethicalOenologist

Follow Nancy on Insta:
@oethical_oenologist

And she tweets @WriterNancy

http://www.digitalfireflymarketing.com
http://www.nancykoziol.com

